Abstract. This research reveals values in Malay oral
INTRODUCTION
Billah river is one of rivers in North Sumatera province, Indonesia. Based on the record of National Bureau of Flood Prevention (PNPB), Sumatera Office of River Territories (BWS) and Organization Office of River Bank Area (BPDAS) in North Sumatera, Indonesia, flood occursseveral times every year. Annual flood occurancedoes not necessarily meanwithout any reasons. In fact, one of the cause is the uncovered condition of forest at an upper area of Billah river caused by the people act near Billah river who cut down trees improperly (known as Hydrology Ecology) and at the lower areawas found improper structure and arrangement in houses and buildings, sanitary and drainage ( known as Hydrology Technical) [3] . It is clear that people, live at the riverside area, still have lack of awareness in understanding their mutual relationship with their environment.
The space orientation of Malay society basically refers to river territorial. In Malay society's belief, which is Islam, the esthetic dimension or the beauty of the river hasoutstanding values. Therefore, Malay society, in most social studies, is often called aquatic-religious society. Observing that behavior and the existence of the river, it clearly tells the river cosmic for Malay society on Billah riverside as the substance or creative concept for oral literature reflected in local wisdoms. Also,its existence can be used as guidance for society behavior in order to not to damage their environment and keep its beauty, so they can prevent flood.
Reseach on Malay oral literature's values as local wisdom on Billah riverside makes those values keep on existing in forming cultured, educated, noblecharacterized, and religious people because those values basically reflect and supply the society with sufficient needs. In other words,those values and norms in the texts are collective dreams due to its relevancy to various life aspects, including preserving the environment [6] . This includes a positive behavior to maintain the riverside area. But proper education to maintain the Billah river, referred to oral literature, systematically, directly, and creativelyhas not been done yet [8] .
Based on this condition, the need of values as the part of local wisdom to maintain Billah river is highly needed. Therefore, on this 5 th International Conference on Applied Sciences, Art and Social for Community Development in the Asean 2018,the researcher presented a discussion of research on keeping and maintaining Billah river in North Sumatera, Indonesia. The purpose of this discussion is to anticipate every behavioral and cultural changes with local wisdom implementation, that is the values in Malay oral literature. Billahriver is one of the symbols of Labuhan Batu regency. In the Kesultanan Billah period, the political and economical activities of the city were centered around riverside. Based on the history record, Billah river was functioned as part of watertransportation using ships. This is still functional up to now although it was not as busy as before. [2] .
METHOD
Values of Malay oral literature work could not be comprehended from the outer layer only, but it should be deeply dug through to the essence of the language, the rhythm of the voice and cultural utterances. It is the flesh tradition of Malay society. Therefore, to comprehend positive norms and values to increase the society behavior through mimesis of those values and norms, the work need to be reflected into daily life. For that, this research uses descriptive qualitative method which accordance with approach theory putting the role of the reader or the researcher in interpreting a work, that is Esthetic reception theory.
The application of this approach is due to various factor, condition and situation. The researcher has different experiences and knowledge so the researcher will find different responds or opinions toward the texts [9] . The researcher, in his interaction process with Malay oral literature texts in Billah river, was unstable variable because of the condition and situation. The researcher responses can be done in various norms and values. He realized that if one text could be interpreted differently, it can be said that the text hasagood impact and this could be the criteria of its "esthetic values".
The analysis was begun by collecting the Malay oral literature works which live and develop in society. Then the researcherwas revealing and interpreting norms and values related to the Billahriver maintenance.
RESULTS
By recording the inventory, text content of Malay oral tradition, related to society's behavior to maintain the Billah riverside, a narration text and twelve cultural expressions or Petuah Adat were elaborated.
Narration Text
Informan 
DISCUSSIONS
Narration text entitled "Pelanduk Terkial-kial" (PTK) and tradition expressions or Ungkapan Petuah Adat (UPA) above, described in right columns are the meaning of each expression. If refers to the media they express, ritus or ritual of Malay society customs in Billah river. It introduces the connected pattern and ability in supporting one subject and object, tied up with the river cosmicfor uniting the society sovereignty toward Billah river.
The meaning of PTK and UPA shows that Billah river main tenancecould be built through norms and values building.This includes: i) Behave based on halal teaching, meaning every action should be based on Islam teaching by obeying custom and government rules; ii). Do good deeds, consisting of sincerity and selfawareness; iii). Perform positive behavior, beneficial to oneself, society, nation and country; iv).Refer to knowledge to decide something, every suggestion was made based on knowledge; v). Behave properly, doing thing properly and fit to oneself; vi). Be loyal, acting loyally when working or doing something for society; vii) have dedication, commiting to the dedication when performing, Petuah and Nasihat (advice); viii 
Conclusion
Based on the discussions above as the existence of Malay oral literature texts, expressions and Petuah Adat as local wisdom of the society living in Billah riverside area, could be concluded that those expressions have aroused the society awareness towards their relationship (both physically and mentally) with their environment. This understanding could maintain their awareness and be able them to prevent flood to occur. Observing the situation where the expressions is uttered and given, it could be realized that each expression has dynamic strength to direct the society behavior in order to be more positive. Because each value is natural and sacred, it is strategic to use the value to build society awareness and to maintain their positive behavior toward the river. Moreover, the emotional bonding between the values of PTK and PTA and the society is so strong. That can rise their confidence and dignity when dwelling around the river.
Suggestion
To empower the values and norms revealed in Malay oral literature in Billah riverside toward its society, media is highly required to help ease and accelerate the society awareness. The media could be a poster, as the visual aid, to combine the strong plan and fast message delivering to catch the society attention. It is not merely just giving suggestion but acting so it will be strongly absorb in memory and life. Principally, poster is a suggestion in illustrated form, with the purpose of
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catching attention, offering, motivating, or showing main idea, a fact or certain event. To serve that purpose, the poster will be placed at certain public areas and along the area of Billah riverside. Poster as media in planning and preserving Billahriver is not only based on sequences of wordsto deliver special ideas or special messages but also the power of those meaningful words referring to norms and values in PTK and UPA.
